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THE WHITE HOUSE 

'1'/ASf-IINGTOI'l 

April 6, 1976 

MEETING WITH THE P,ECUI .. J\.TORY COM?v1ISSIONERS 

I. PURPOSE 

Thursday, April 8 .. 1976 
The Cabinet Room 

2:00 PM (60 Minutes) 

From: Edward Schmults ~ 

To meet with the Cha.irman and one other Commissioner from 
each of the ten independent regulatory_ commissions. 

To continue the dialogue on. adrninistrative reform of the 
regulatory commissions that was started July 10, 1975 at your 
meeting with t~1.e com:m.issioners. 

To review the progress reports received from the agencies 
and to discuss plans for future reform within the agencies. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AGENDA, AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: 

The importance of administrative reform within the ten independent 
regulatory commissions was highlighted at the July 10, 1975 meeting 
with the Commissioners. At that thne you asked the agencies to 
concentrate on a four-point reform program to: 

1. Improve economic analyses of proposed or existing regulations; 

2. Reduce delays and backlogs; 

3. Increas~ representation of consumer interests; and 

4. Increase reliance on competition wherever possible. ..-, .. 
\· ~j F? ;) 

~~-. / .... 

c _)· 
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Progr_ess Reports. Each of the agencies has submitted a r<;port 
on its efforts in these four areas. A sur:nrnary of these reports is 
attached at Tab A. Although several agencies have taken signific;ant 
steps toward improvements, there is still much work to be done. 
Continued interest in achieving significant reforms needs to be 
reinforced through discussion of agency progress and future pl::-.n s. 

Objectives of the Meeting. The meeting is designed to be a 
smaller working session than the meetin'g last July. Each Chairrnan 
will be asked to discuss his agency's most significant reform effort 
and his most persistent reform problem. The general discussion 
will focus on the various approaches to reform and will serve to 
encourage additional needed reforms. 

September Reports. You will ask each agency for a second 
progress report to be submitted by September 15, 1976. 

B. Participants (Seating Chart at Tab B): 

Regulatory Commissioners 

Civil Aeronautics Board 
John E. Robson 
G. Joseph Minetti 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
William T. Bagley 
Gary Seevers 

Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Richard 0. Simpson 
Lawrence lvf. Kushner 

Federal Communications Commission 
Richard E. Wiley 
Robert E. Lee 

Federal l\Iaritime Commission 
Karl E. Bakke 
Clarehce .tv1orse 

Federal Power Con1mission 
Richard L. Dunham 
John I-Iolloman 

-
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Federal Trade Commission 
Calvin J. Collier 
Paul R. Dixon 

Interstate Commerce Commission 
George M. Stafford 
A. Daniel 0 1Neal 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
William A. Anders 
Marcus A. Rowden 

Securities and Exchange Commission 
Roderick M. Hills 
Philip A. Loomis, Jr. 

Administration Officials 

The Vice President 
Secretary of the Treasury, William Simon 
Assistant Attorney General Kauper 
Willia-m Seidman 
James Lynn 
James Cannon 
Edward Sclunult s 
Paul MacA voy 
Daniel Kearney 
Paul Leach 
Stan Morris 

C. Agenda: 

Opening Statement by the President 
Introductory Remarks by Edward Schmults 
General Discussion Including a Statement 

by Each Chairman 
Closing Statement by the President 

5-7 Minutes 
3 Minutes 

45 Minutes 
5 Minutes 

D. Press Plan: To be announced; photo opportunity at the 
beginning of the meeting and a press conference by Ed 
Paul l\1acAvoy, and one Chairman following meeting. 

Schmult::;, 

III. TALKING POINTS 

Opening Statement by the President at Tab C. 
Closing Statement by thc.Presidcnt at Tab D. 

.. 
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thP c:ccj ~ion to rc:!n.i.re u .... :.ltion ir:-:!)llCt st;].te:r.1cnts, lJ 
ten l!H.;C'p!:!ndent l"•~>?Ulatol·y r.;o:"~'T!.iSSi0;1S responc:ed th:1 
the order by it~ tcr~s di . ~~t apply to them and they 
believed their s~ecial lcji~lative stntus c~empted th•1J 
from the require~c~ts you i~pcsed on the r~~ainder of 
the e::-:·.cutive br.Jr:ch. H0~·:sv.;r, all indicated that such 
analyses were already being ro~tin~ly performed . 

Since that time, a number of the age~cies repo~t that 
intensified efforts have be~n carried out to i~~rovc the 
quality of· the analyses used to guide their regulatory 
decisions . As of January 1 , 1976 , the C.I?SC, t'lhich is 
required by the Co~sumer Pr~d~ct Safety Act to per=orm 
economic analyses, adopted a~~inistrative proceeures man
dating similar an~lyses for actions taken pursuant to 
all the statutes it administers (e . c ., Federal Hazardous 
Substances Act, Po:i son !'rev en tiq:1 P~ckc>.ging Act} . The 
ne·.vest of these Cof":rdssions, the CFTC (cstablis?1ed in 
April 1975) has acopted econo~ic analyses as a means for 
deciding whether certain futu~es contracts should be 
licensed . The Corr~ission has cecidcd that unless it can 
be proven that "t.radi.!!g in ar•y given corr,:rr,odity' has a negative 
econo~ic effect, licenses for trading that good ought to 
be, and have been , granted. 

Congressional mandates have a!so requir~d the SEC to do 
a thorough cost analysis o: st~ck exchange rules which 
may prohibit competition . The SEC has recently used this 
authority to recor.~mend the re::-.oval of one of the r.lajor 
remaining trading i~pedirnents . Likewise, t~e Energy 
Policy and Cor;servation Act ~·:!iich you siqne.:. lu.st non~~ 
requires FPC, ICC, CAB , F~C, and FAA to identify those 
laws or regulatio~s (administered by then) whic~ cause nr 
permit the inc::::.cient t:.se o:: energy . t·:ithin a year, _:.c~ 
agency is re~uired to rep~rt to Congress on the ra~icn~le 
for continui~g such a requ~rs~cnt . 

The ~RC advises th~t it has ado?tcd across-the-board 
policy 9uidelines calling fo~ i~pact/?alt:.e analyses, and 
h:ts crented :.·.-:o top level staff conr:tio;:tees to revie•.-l 

11 :... • · · "'' -, ... c '- · · t 1 ... a S'.JC" .·.or::. .~~· l.v u.:l5 ~-::organ~:--~ 0 ?-ilC·~ g:-c2. ... er 
cnph,sis bn analvsi$, and du~inc l97E it inten~s to 
ev1J~~tc its t~~~orn~y rlecis·on·(~ade in 1975) :o allc~ 
truck~ ~renter routi~a ~le~!~ility . It will also con~u ·L 
a nat:on-widu survey to de=0~~inc to ~hat extent ICC ·~1 
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rcc1ui rp t;:ucks to ll c1 vcl (': ~ .. ~y or \·:ith purtial loads 
dn~ to c:-:is t i ng ~~~ ~,c!:hat:l " n·~;ul.:1tion~:. The CJ\n in re-
c~v··J u~ ... 'tt) '• ~llP 1· ·-· ·~rt·,.. ...... 1· •• ,~l· , .. ~"' i ;- ·U"" C"" (•., '' p, ........ n.lt'r-r 

. 1.4. L.\... ~! - - ··~· 1 
-'-""'\... ~ .... "'"-'"~¥ -- - .~ '-"• :,a• I ~.....J....,_ • ... 

lo.:t(: f.::r: t:ors , co:::-;-Jr:ttc ::"t'~ of retu r n) in order tor:· .. :.' 
decisions o~ airli~c rates, ~nd intcn~s to concen trate 
more 0:1 qt•a:itifyir .. : t"l.::! trc:<~c-offs inplied in rcn'::hing n 
decision c:1 the b~lanc~ bet~0cn price and quality of air 
r-er\·ice. 

The FTC has put economic an::~lyses to •·.'ork to dt:!terrnine 
intcrnallv how staff resources should be assignee to its 
ii1uny pro9i.:.:::-ns . Th·~ Cor.:.r:1ission notes that it is increasinq 
its use of such an~lyses to deternine whether or not tc 
i~s~~ any givan corn?!~i~t, and has bcg~n to adopt a relatr~ 
technique to examine propos2d business mergers for possihl~ 
anti trust implica tior.s. Tho Cor;:.1issio!1 9rovided no 
information on the use of this analysis for its controversial 
11 line of business" reporting requirer:::.ents . 

The F~C indicates thnt it intends to collect substantially 
more data from shipping co;.,panies in order to better 
determine whether existing FMC rules are adequate . Until 
recently, the FCC has concentrated its economic an~lyscs 
on ratemaking decisions ~or telephone , telegraph or 
satellite cor.~unication. Although it is using cos t/benefit 
analysis in~ercally to hslp make decisions on the relative 
importanc~of its many regulator1 prograr:::.s , it seems less 
able to qu~:1tify tl:c cos"l:s a!'ld benefits ·:rhich impact en 
consumers and lice~sees in the broadcas t (radio , TV, etc.) 
area of jurisciction . 

II . Reducina Reaulatory Delavs 

The proble~s of regulatory delay have been particularly 
acute in the agencies controlling the energy and tr?.~s
portation inc~s~ries. Chairwan Anders of the NRC in~icates 
that his first 9riority will be to reduce the time requir~a 
for liccnsi:1g safs nuclear power plants. As two nGa~s to 
reaching this objective, :~RC has begun to approve standar~ize 
plant desi~~s a:1d has signed lett~rs of understandi~g wi~h 
Oth~r Fede:::-al ac~~ri~s {~D~ r~tQ-~or PO"} to ~er~:- ~o--- -·- ··- -~ ~· •I •• _..__ I--tt..... ~ ··'-'-- •• 

curr~nt licensi~q procaaur£s. ~~duced a9proval ti~2 s~c~1J 
help to re~~ce th~ costs cf construction and financing, 
and ~ttract ~o~e utilities to th~ use of nuclear cower. 
The F?C re~orts that it p!a~s to ~ake arc~tcr use.of 
auto~~tic cat~ ?roccssi~;. stand~rciizcd reports, and 
info.:-:-.:::.~1 h·:·at·l.nqs to st:eed up its consideration of liccr1se 
and :·.:ttc C<::.SCS . 

• 
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11otl1 tl1c rcc; a t1c1 1:::r: rcr'): .. t tllrt7 i.:.i!·-~' : ,...r , ... 1 ~~ ~!'"~-.. : 

on .infrJl ·r.r~1. h·...:.:s:.·j:Jr. r.: .. : .. (.r• .. cle<~lly t~c.:tiuc:l .::u;::...::=::: ·• 
\•Jithin t!1C C0&:1~i~:r-jo :~s· c~"fiC!.!5 to hcJ:• rcr!l~CC t:.~ ··.:-·:: ..... 
aud com:)lc:-:ity of c<t~.;~:~; d~ich the :ull Con.r.1i~;:;ic:: :-. ..:"::. 
considt .... Fi-1C stntr.•s it h~s actC'i)t0d a !iet of in:,._:-:-- ·.1 
dcadlin .... under \·:h.ic!: its stEtff r.m~;t J:o·.-: \·:o~Y.. , c::--.~ :-:·.~ 
ICC states it Hill J'\:.:•c 91·::-atc1~ usc of cor::~:nt-(!r t~::::-.:.:; ;-:Tl 
to standzn:dizc cc:sc fo:::-:-~a~s u.nd mvni::gc~ the flo:.·: o=: i:--.::c:::-
ntation tl1rough ti1c on~ire decision pr.oct:~ss . ?~1c c;.E is 
evaluu.ting an Advi~;ory Cc~·:.,ittee's ::::-c~)ort •.-1hich ca:..:..:: ::...
idcntifyinCI the n:ost me~:ii:wful ~nforr..ation n-.=cessa::::--- t.~ 
make decisions and elim~nat{ng nany marginal data rG~~~=e
ments . 

'I'he SEC is required by la•.-1 to respond \·7i thin a ce!.·':ai:; 
time frame to corn?anies seeking to register ne~ se~~=it~ ~s, 
and the Com:nissioll has set an internal objective c::: 
reducing the tirne required to identify and later p::::-c=ess 
amendments to com?anies' initi~l filings. Chair~~~ ~il:s 
has also just announced a 12-18 nonth review of a_l.2~C 
disclosure reauircrncnts to determine what imnrove=e~~s - --· ... 
in the c urrent 40 year old system are necessary . 

The FCC has begun irn?le~entation of reduced report!~; 
requirements and machine processing of applicatic:; fc::::-=s 
(partic ularly :or small2::::- fir~s) in order to devc~e ~~s~ 
of its resources to la::::-ser, rnore com~lex filings . ~~ile 
the CFTC did not feel that delav was a uroble~ in i~s .. .. . 
operations , it has atte~ptcc to develop ?roc~durcs fr?= 
the outset which will ?er~it the large majority o::: s=~l: 
firms to continue "busi~ess as usual" without the b~::::-~2:; 
o f exceedingly cornplica~ed and time consuming reFc=ts. 

The FTC states that it has begun to codify a nur.~e::::- c: 
previous decisions in both the consumer protectic~ e~~ 
trade regulation areas in order to assist its sta::: :. 
make initial determinations in situations bro~ght ~o - ·:r 
attention . Bot~ FTC and the C?SC reoort that cec;~~~-~- -:~~~ 
certain authorities to their field o~fices will ~=o~-~ : -
more timely ana re£ponsi ve decision:na~~inc;, ho~·:eve=, -::. :. :."2 
has not been sufficient ti~c in which to evaluate ~~s~~ 
management cha~ges. In addition, CPSC is atte~?t~~~ ~~ 
de~clop a set of priority indicato=s to he!p in res~=~~~~~ 
more c~ficiently to the ~any petitions ~ile~ with ~~ evs:::-y 
year. Speedic~ CPSC d2ci£ions on peti~ions shoul~ t~:; 
reduce t::~nuf·<'.ctu::::-ers' uncertainty concerning cO~!p ... :.a:--.::e 
of their products . 

rt 
• 
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Several indep(-!11(1cnt sludi-~s have poi!"ltcd out that c~n
sm:tcr rcprescnt~!tio:1 pr2cticc~ throughout the r::x~c:J~-h·c 
Branch require it:.provcl'!!C·nts. You h.JV8 nsl:t:d Virgini tJ. 
Knauer to coortiirwt:2 the D2:_Jartr n'..:s 1 and agc:1cies 1 

plans for ch«ngc. In addition, the te:1 indcp~ndcr.t 
corrJnissions arc t~king 2. variety uf st_ps to bring 
consumer interests mqrc into focus. 

The ICC and CAB each have independent offices of Public 
Counsel whose responsibilities include arguing consu~~r 
vie\·:rpoints durintJ thG Co~;~issio~s ' heari1:gs. The f'i'C 
has bean authorized funds to help c0nsumer groups pay 
for legal rcp1·esentation in Co:nrnission rulcmzlking 
proceedings and the NRC has a similar propos~l out for 
comment . The FTC has also cevoted substantial resour~es 
to its consumer p=otection activities , which include the 
identification of false or illisle~ding business practices, 
advertising , etc. The ICC also reports that it will he 
concentrating more attention On-consumer complaints filed 
against moving and storag~ fir~s. 

The CPSC largely operates "in the open" by requiring the 
schedules for all business ~eetings bnd heari~gs to be 
published and by allowing t~e public to attcn~. The CFTC 
has adopted similar guideli~es , but points out that p~blic 
participation has been mini2;l during its first year oi 
operations . Likewise, the FCC has o~e~ed up ~any of its 
meetings, has conducted a ~~~ber of ~esional hearin~s, 
and has begun to publish a consumer oriented synopsis 
o f pending cases and final Corr~ission decisions . 

The SEC does not now, nor does it feel that it should, 
represent individual investors in cases involving 
potential or actual violations. Hm·:ever, the Ccn.Yfliss!.c:-.; s 
mandate to protect the inte=ests of all investors h~s 
lead it to adopt a number of rulings dealing with a~;=o~2~ 
accounting procedures ior publicJ.y distribut~d ~inan=~~l 
state:uents. 7he Commission ?-las a continuing cffor~ u:-.de=
way to identify lose or stolsn securities. Also, i~ 
indicates it 1s beginning to work with the in~ustrv's sel~ 
rcgulatory orcanizations to develop a ~odcl cod~ o~ 
grievance procedures to be used in handling investors' 
cor:.plaints . 

The FHC re!)orts that one of its r:~~jor consurtcr initi~ti\·.:! ~ 
is to push for lcqislation ~nich ~culd brina ~11 i~ :~~~o. _: 
or container ship~cnts u~ucr the jurisJict1on of on~ 

.-
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Co::::~tis.sion. ll.t ti1c: }.n· ~..,s~nt t5 m2, the ICC and rr:c share 
responsibility fo:- rc·~;uJ. :-~ ti:--.0 c <~J~c;o that rr.oves both 0:1 
land nnd by \·:;ltc!:. /\1 t!·1ous;h t.:. h·: rc is n major que~; Li on 
as to \;hcth "'l ' nnv !~ C'- (:'~11 .:J.!:io::-a of th0s~ rr.o·J<~ii~e:>nts is 
ncc~ssary o r dcslr~hi (l , th~ pre sent dual stewardship of 
intcrrnodal ~nf~ic cr~n t~s burC~nsorne and costly 
duplication of pap~rwork and approvals. 

Th~ Federal Power Com~ission states that it regularly 
entertains consuncr btiefs and has begun a progra~ to 
solicit more opinions fron State and local regulatory 
co:r.r:-1issions \·:hose jurisdictions v1ould be affected by 
FPC decisions. 

IV. Increased Co~oetition as a Substitute for Requlation 

'l'his element of the Co!t'.missions ' plans may have the 
greatest potential significance for achieving your 
overall regulatory reforn objectives. 

Chairman Stafford of the ICC has openly and vigorously 
oppos"ed your rail and truck reform legislation, and the 
CoiT'mission's for~al rep~rt does not repudiate that 
position. A Blue Ribbon Panel of the ICC has recomzn.endc ci 
certain rule rela;-:ations co•:ering co::r.mercial zones and 
terr:linal a-reas, certain "nc-suspend 11 pricing policies, 
and the definitic:1s o: e:.:e::-,p"t. co::-.1.-nodi tics, but these 
positions do r.ot address t:.he r.;ore fundarr.ental questions 
of route and r&te co~?etiticn ~hich your legislation 
seeks. Both the ICC and :::c contend that more detailed 
information on carriers' cos~s and revenues and stream
lined internal procedures ~ill enable them to make better 
informed, and more timely ju.C.gnents about the legitinacy 
of rates. CAB has stepped U? its consideration of new 
route awards for so~e airlines, but so far has refused 
to comment on your air bill. 

In contrast, the SEC has actively supported the Adminis
tratiorl's desire to introduce greater cc~petitio~ ~nto 
the securities ~c~kets. A~ SEC order in ~:ay 1~75 a~clishi~ 
fi:-:e= col!'~i s .::;ic:1 rates antcC.3.tcd your signing legislatio:1 
acco~olishi~7 th~ Eame ouruose. The SEC has reccntlv 
ruled-that s;vcral anti:co~?etitive rules of the New- Yor~ 
Stoc~ E~ch~nge nust be rc~ov~ d, anc~ 1s un~cr Con~r~ssio~.L 
~andate to examine and rule o~ othe r similar provisions. 
The Co~mission ~ill be ~orking over the next !cw yP~=~ 
to establish a truly co~ro ~itivc Natio~al Securiti~s 
f.lar:~-:.::t. 

,.. fQn . ., () 
< 



The FPC, under Ch.t irrr:nn :~assj l:n~;, sup!_)ortcd Ge>control 
of the p~icc of n~~ naturnl gas with ~pproprintc 
monitoring .::!id !;:1 f N.:uard!~. t·Jhilc Chai rr:~an Dunha::1 h.:.s 

r 

not yet coi;~plct\?.::~ f.or::ml.::. tion of a leg 5 Blu. ti vc proqril:T. , 
FPC hc~s moved durino his tenure to allo·: large industrial 
gas users to purc!1~se their suppJ ics dire:ctl~l fro:tl 
producing fields at i:1trastate rates. This action has 
the effect of pn~tial deregulation of nut~ral gas prices, 
since intrastate =atcs in most States more closely 
approximate the true market pr~ce for gas . 

The FTC has major responsibilities to enforce the 
antitrust laws and will be devoting more resources to 
tho~e progra::1s o ·cr the coming year . •rne Commission hns 
taken a number of steps to begin opening up competition 
in areas which ha~e traditionally lacked such competition, 
e . g ., advertising for prescription dru;s and eyeglasses, 
professional medi..::al fees , and real estate brokerage. 
The Co~~ission h~s also recor.~ended to Congress that 
the legislation allowing milk price fixing by large 
cooperatives be reviewed in light o f its substantial 
anti-competitive effec~s . 

Although the FCC ' s report contains some cow~ents on 
possible changes in cable television regulation , the 
Commission's major i:1itiatives to op~n up competition 
continue to be i~ the co~mon cnrrier (e . g ., telephone 
and telegraph) i~dustries . Several ~ecent rulings have 
opened up greater op?or~unities for satellite services, 
and have given manufacturers of interconnecting telephonn 
equip~ent (e . g . , co~puter terminal hook-u?s) the 
opportunity to b~d agai~st ~xisting manufactures who have 
heretofore enjoyed government protection . 

The CFTC cites tr.e fact thnt it has authorized futures 
markets for seve!." al neH COM.'P.ocii ties ana financial 
instruments, acd recorts that its necative economic 
criteria are being used to place theJburden of proof en 
those who object to the opening up of additional futures 
markets . 
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.Q.e_ening Statement of the President 

Good afternoon. It is a pleasure to have you here to follo1.v up on 

our meeting last July. This continuing dialogue on regulatory reform 

is important t0 all of us in government -~and to the American people. 

Let me thank you all for the progress reports that I received. 

They were useful to me and my staff in reviewing the successes 

you are having in improving your regulatory activities. 

Today, I a·m looking forward to discus sing our common proble·ms 

and our joint duty to see tla t we have a responsive and efficient 

regulatory system. Specifically, let's take a hard look at how 

regulations affect the consumer, small businessmen, and the 

taxpayer. 

Consumers are concerned with the costs of regulation. They feel 

a frustration both with the process and the results. Many are 

convinced that the costs are not justified and that the public interest 

is not being protected. 

Small businessmen are tired of the overwhelming number of 

regulations that are insensitive to small business needs and that 
• 

n1ake it increasingly difficult for small businessmen to survive. 
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The regulatory problems of srnall businessmen come up often in n1y 

discussions with our citizens. I hear about the large number of 

government forms they have to fill out every year. I hear abont n·~v.r 

products and services that small businessmen want to offer but can't 

because of unnecessarily restrictive regulations. I hear of enforcen1ent 

activities that defy common sense. 

Finally, taxpayers are questioning the practice of adding ·more ·money 

and more people to government bureaucracies to solve proble·ms. 

The taxpayers of this Nation are conferned about big government. 

They question having to pay for a government that doesn't recognize 

change, that doesn't think of new, less costly ways to achieve public 

goals. They expect their govern·ment leaders to be diligent in looking 

for better, more efficient ways to conduct the affairs of government. 

All of us at this meeting have a special responsibility for guarding 

the public interest. It is our obligation to provide the public a 

reasonable, fair, speedy and understandable regulatory system. 

You have made progress toward this goal in the past few months and 

your efforts are encouraging. But we need to continue our work. 
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When I met with a bipartisan group of congressional representatives 

last June, there was broad agreement on four areas of con1mon 

concern: 

We must examine our regulatory practices in light of 

today's economic needs; 

Competition should be relied upon whenever possible; 

Many regulations cost the country more than they 

return in benefits; and 

The regulatory process should serve the general public 

not simply benefit special interests. 

Clearly, our job is to show measurable results in addressing these 

concerns. Congress has indicated tm t it is looking for results. 

More and more, Congress is considering legislation to address 

regulatory problems. 

The reform of government regulations is a responsibility shared 

by the Execut\ve branch, the Congress, and the independent commissions. 

Our joint effort to elirninate outdated, inefficient regulations and to 

improve essential regulatory functions is the best '\vay we can fulfill 

our responsibility to the publ~c. 
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As we discuss regulatory lag, we need to make sure we address 

the reordering of priorities and the new approaches that are being 

taken to cope with backlogs and delays. When we talk about consumer 

representation, we must go beyond just giving the consumer a chance 

to participate in proceedings. We must consider how well agency 

rules and regulations are communicated to the general public and 

how well consu·mers' interests are balanced against other points of 

view. 

When we talk about cost/benefit analy...sis, let's identify how well 

it is being applied to agency decisions as well as to internal agency 

·management concerns. And when we turn to the importance of 

increasing competition, let's ask \vhether we are concentrating on 

marginal changes or whether we are addressing the fundamental 

question of whether or not the regulation is still necessary. 

Now I would like to turn the discussion over to Ed and Paul. 

Ed, would you like to begin? 



Thank you. This has been a very useful meeting for all of us. 

To keep the momentum going, let me ask you to submit to me by 

September 15 another progress report on your efforts to achieve 

improvements in the four areas of concern -- reducing delays, 

increasing consumer representation, improving the use of economic 

analysis, and increasing competition. There is still much work to 

be done. I'·m sure that the American people will be interested in 

our continuing progress in each of these areas. 

I have three requests for you to kee:rs in mind as you prepare your 

next report. First, special consideration should be given to how 

we can make our progress -- as well as our regulations --more 

understandable. For example, when you report on how you are 

eliminating or improving your regulatory functions, I would like to 

see a specific ·statement on how the change will affect consumers, 

s·mall business1nen and taxpayers. The statement should be a 

statement of quantified benefits, not just a general assertion. Our 

regulatory system has been established in the na1ne of the public 

interest. Certainly the general public should be given a clear 

explanation and justification of what \\·e are doing and why. 
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Second, the report should list and discuss priorities for agency 

reforms. Along with the priorities should be recommendations 

on where regulatory objectives can be achieved in a less costly, 

less time-consuming, more efficient manner. If we are going to 

show results to the American people, we need to have a better idea 

of our priorities and how we will accomplish them. One of your 

first priorities should be consideration of vh ere there is workable 

competition or where competition could incl'ease if outdated 

' 
regulations were eliminated. It is our responsibility to see that 

our regulatory policies and practices do not perpetuate unnecessary 

restrictions on today' s econo·my. 

Third, I ask all to concentrate, along with the other Executive 

branch agencies, on achieving a 10 percent reduction in the number 

of forn~s that federal agencies require. I was overwhelmed when 

I learned the total number of federal forms we expect the American 

people to fill out. It has been said that our continued requests for 

information cost individuals and businesses billions of dollars in 

time and expense every year. The cost of federal paperwork can 

no longer be considered an "incidental" cost. As a n1atter of fact, 

many small businessmen have pointed out that it just isn't worth it 
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for them. to hire new people or to even stay in business when so 

:much time and effort must be directed to filling out forms instead 

of selling produc.~s or services. 

The Commission on Federal Paperwork is currently looking into 

long term approaches for reducing the problems and costs of 

paperwork. I recently directed the Executive branch agencies to 

achieve a 10 percent reduction in the number of forms by July. 

In your September 15th report on your administrative reforms, 

I would hope that you could also repor( on your contributions to 

achieving a reduction in reporting requirements at least equal to 

that of the Executive branch agencies. 

Let ·me thank all of you for your efforts. I look forward to your 

next reports. These should be very interesting for the American 

public and helpful to each of you who are dealing with similar problems. 

Through these reports, I hope that we can continue to exchange ideas 

on how to deal \\rith our common regulatory reform challenges. 

Your achievements and future plans that we have discussed this 

afternoon convince me that we are all' \\'Or king to\vard the goal of 

·making the Federal Government as responsive and efficient as 

humanly pos si.blc. 

., '; 
''I' j 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 8, 1976 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROH: Ed Schmults and Paul W. MacAvoy 

SUBJECT: Task Force to Improve Regulation 

I. Background 

In your meeting with the Domestic Council Review Group 
on Regulatory Reform, you called for speeding up the pace 
and broadening the scope of reform efforts. Expecting that 
the Executive Branch regulatory agencies would not reform 
themselves, and that it would take strong outside pressure 
to reduce the costs that these agencies impose on the 
economy, we have tried to develop the most effective "\"lay of 
organizing both inside and outside forces for reform. 

II. Proposed Task Force on Regulatory Efficiency 

We propose that you establish an interagency task force 
on regulation directed to improving the operating efficiency 
of the agencies. The task force would have both a short-term 
and longer-term charter. 

The short-term charter would be to focus on two to three 
specific agencies that now appear to impose costs on the 
socie·ty that are substantially larger than their benefits. 
The task force would seek to identify particularly costly.and 
ineffective regulations, or particularly onerous agency 
practices and procedures which could be changed quickly and 
effectively. At the same time the tas;c force would lay out an 
agenda of major policy questions facing the agency, collect 
information currently available which addressed these questions 
and stimulate the gathering of any new information required. 
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This would lay the foundation for broader, future improvements 
in Executive Branch regulatory activities. 

We conceive that this interagency task force will simplify 
procedures, reduce delays, remove redundant regulations as 
demonstrations to other agencies on what can be done. But the 
Task Force efforts will not stop there. Rather, they will 
provide a basis for sustained efforts to improve the 
performances of regulatory agencies at both broad and detailed 
levels. 

A. Organization of the Task Force 

The task force would be chaired by Paul W. MacAvoy of 
the Council of Economic Advisers. It would report to the 
Economic Policy Board. Sub-Cabinet members of each of the 
major Departments or agencies involved would be members of 
the task force. 

In addition to the task force, there would be working 
groups formed to develop proposals for the three specific 
agencies chosen for reform. The working groups would 
include representatives of the affected organizations. 
Specific working groups would be formed as a new organization 
came up for review, and dissolved as the work was completed. 

Finally, both the task force and the working groups 
w·ould be staffed by combinations of insiders and outsiders. 
For example, academic consultants would be hired to.complete 
specific fact finding assignments. Staff would be drawn 
from affected Cabinet departments, and also from OMB, CEA, 
Justice, and COWPS. The staff drawn from inside the target 
agencies would insure that the agencies were committed to 
the objectives of reform. 

B. Anticipated Benefits 

If this task force is established, you could expect the 
following results. First, the mere establishment of the 
group would be further evidence of your commitment to con
trolling the size and increasing the effectiveness of the 
Federal Government. Second, by next September, it is 
reasonable to expect important changes would take place in 
the regulations and procedures of the specific target 
organizations. This will produce immediate benefits and 
give impetus to subsequent broader policy efforts. 
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Third, by next January it should be possible to 
establish an agenda of major policy actions in those 
targeted organizations. This agenda would provide an 
action program comparable to that developed this year 
for the reform of the independent regulatory agencies. 

III. Target_Agencies 

The choice of those agencies to be reformed is the 
most critical stop in the whole reform process. If an 
agency is chosen prematurely, reform proposals may prove 
to be impossible to put into effect within a year or may 
prove to have little impact on producers or consumers. 
Investigations within the last month have pointed to 
four likely targets: 

(l) OSHA. The OSHA manadatory physical standards 
for work conditions are extremely detailed, 
costly to meet, and have li~tle or no effect 
on accident rates. A number of regional 
hearings would be held to determine the most 
costly and least effective standards. The 
reform program would seek to eliminate these 
particular standards. 

(2) The Bxport Control Board in the Department of 
Commerce issues export licenses for sales of 
major products to Eastern European and Sino
Soviet countries. The process is unduly 
prolonged and has an adverse impact on jobs 
in the United States. There are complicating 
national security issues hmvever, so that the 
reform effort has to be dirscted to developing a 
quicker and more effective licensing procedure. 

(3) NHTSA in Transportation is responiible for on
going programs in high-.;.vay safety, as well as 
for major decisions on trucK brakes and the 
air bag. This agency does not adequately 
consider the economy-wide effects of their 
more important decisions. An attempt should 
be made to develop procedures for doing benefit
cost analysis and using the analysis in decision
making. 
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(4) FEA, although required by specific congressional 
mandate to develop comprehensive oil price 
controls, has managed to produce extremely 
complicated and cumbe-rsome regulatory procedures. 
While decontrolling refined products over the next 
few months, FEA could make extraordinary efforts 
to simplify its regulations and to educate the 
public on the benefits from reduced regulation. 

IV. Necessary Actions 

An essential component in initiating this effort is 
your personal commitment. A commitment must be communicated 
to Cabinet officers and offices within the Executive Office 
of the President. A memorandum to appropriate officials and 
a press release are 2ttached. 

Attachments 
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I. Background 

In your meeting vli th the Domestic Council Review Group 
on Regulatory Reform, you called for speeding up the pace 
and broadening the scope of reform efforts. Expecting that 
the Executive Branch regulatory agencies would not reform 
themselves, and that it \vould take strong outside pressure 
to reduce the costs that these agencies impose on the 
economy, we have tried to develop the most effective way of 
organizing.both inside and outside forces for reform. 

II. Proposed Task Force on Regulatory Efficiency 

We propose that you establish an interagency task force 
on regulation directed to improving the operating efficiency 
of the agencies. The task force \·lould have both a short-term 
and longer-term charter. 

The short-term charter would be to focus on tv10 to three 
specific agencies that now appear to impose costs on th..:;.: 
society that are substantially larger than their benefits. 
The task force \vould seek to identify particularly costly,and 
ineffective regulations, or particularly onerous agency 
practices and procedures which could be changed quickly and 
effectively. At the same time the tas~<. force would lay out an 
agenda of major policy questions facing the agency, collect 
.information currently available \vhich addressed these questions 
and stimulate the gathering of any ne\'l information required. 
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THE \vHITE HOUSE 

EXCHANGE OF REMARKS 
BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT 

AND 
HEMBERS OF. THE REGULATORY AGEMCIFS 

AND ADMIIHSTRATION OFFICIALS 

THE CABINET ROOM 

2:08 P.M. EST 

THE PRESIDENT: First, let me welcome you all to 
our second session. I remember very vividly the session 
we had before. I felt it was very constructive. I subse
quently had the opportunity to talk to Members of Congress, 
on both sides of the aisle, and at both ends of the Capitol. 

I think most of you recognize they have a very 
great interest in what we are trying to do. As a matter of 
fact, I think some of their efforts are probably as hard 
hitting as I hope ours are in trying to satisfy the industries 
and the segments of our society that all of you have a great 
responsibility and are deeply involved in. 

I think in this session we have today my remarks 
will be kept to a minimum because I am more interested in 
hearing about what you have done and what your plans for the 
future are. I think we have to recognize that there are 
certain areas that more or less cut across each of your 
agencies; for example, the consumer, the small businessman 
and, of course, the taxpayers. 

The latter affects not only all of you in a 
personal way, but as individuals who have a responsibility 
to handle a great deal of personnel, some more than others, 
and you all have a responsibility affecting our economy, 
and that affects our taxpayers. 

We do have some mutual problems, bc":h in the 
Executive Branch per se and also in the regulatory agencies. 
About a year ago I asked how many forms are required of 
business generally or of citizens generally. I think the 
figure was around 5,200, which seems awfully high,but we had 
it verified and I suggested to Jim that we ought to require 
that every agency of the Executive Branch of the Government, 
as well as others, do something affirmatively to reduce that 
onerous burden on individuals and on our society. The target 
is 10 percent by July 1. 

Jim, I understand some are doing better than others. 

MORE 
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MR. LYNn: Yes, and we have had a complicating 
factor. As "Y-Je dug into it, we found there are some forms 
that are never reported. vJe find also some departments and 
aqencies shov.1 progress toward the 10 percent cut. They 
work from the originally reported figure because they count 
ones they didn't kno~-J about before from the old 10 percent 
number. It is uneven, that is the best ~1ay to characterize 
it. 

THE PRESIDENT: vle expect everybody -- and we will 
include the l,Thi te House in that -- to get that 10 percent 
figure do-vm. Ed Schmults and Paul MacAvoy have been handling 
this responsibility for me, and I would like at this point, 
Ed, if you would kick it off, and I will mainly listen and 
maybe ask some questions. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Before we begin our discussion, I 
would like to make a few comments on the progress reports 
you all submitted at the end of the year. Reform of our 
regulatory system is a long-term effort, and we would like 
to see what you have accomplished and v.rhat you are currently 
trying to achieve. 

There are some points that were not fully dis
cussed in the reports, and I hope we can talk about them 
this afternoon as we discuss our future efforts. We would 
like to direct our discussion to what has been done and what 
needs to be done. 

The reduction of agency backlogs and delays seems 
to be the highest priority for everyone here. There have 
been some marked achievements in this area, and it is 
interesting to see the various approaches you are taking to 
solve your backlog problems. 

Several agencies are also taking a number of 
important steps to increase consumer representation in 
their proceedings. In some cases, however, the consumer 
seems to be equated with the customer who benefits most 
directly from a regulated service. 

It is the American people who ultimately pay the 
cost of regulation, and all of them must be represented, 
too. 

In general, there is less progress in improving 
the quality of economic analysis. Some of the reports 
show understanding of the importance of increasing and 
expanding the use of economic analysis in agency policy
making. Most agencies seem to be more 1 imi ted in hot-7 they 
are using economic ana1yses. 

MORE 
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Finally, most of the reports were far from 
specific in t•That was needed to increase our reliance on 
competition instead of regulation. It is not enough to 
determine hot-r we are doing thinp:s without questioning l.Jhy. 
I hope we will hiphlight our.efforts today on future actions 
in this area. On the whole the reports are encouraging and 
responsive. 

I would like you today to report on what you 
consider your most considerable reform effort. 

I would like to call on each of the chairmen to 
discuss each a~ency's efforts. In order to have time to 
consider all the agencies, I would ask each a~ency about 
your most sipnificant reform success and that your report 
be kept to three or four minutes so we have time for follow
up questions. 

You will recall we advised each of you we are 
makinf a transcript of the meeting and plan to make it 
public. 

Let's begin with Dick Wiley of the FCC. 

MR. THLEY: On behalf of the Federal Communications 
Comnission, I am pleased to discuss once again the important 
subject of re~ulatory reform. At our last meeting on July 10, 
Hr. President, you outlined four areas in v.rhich you hoped to 
see some improvements in our service to the public. Let me 
comment briefly on the Commission's recent efforts in each 
of these areas. 

Humber one, elimination of antiquated regulations 
or those which stifle competition. For several years now, 
as our written reports indicate, we have undertaken a major 
dere~ulatory effort designed to eliminate needless, outmoded 
and overly burdensome regulation. We have, for example, 
modified or deleted over 400 rules in broadcasting and have 
made 25 major reforms to our cable television policies. 

We have made a special effort to reduce regulation 
of the small businessman, the person on whom the burden of 
~overnr:nent paperl-JOrk falls most heavily. This is perhaps 
best exemplified by our new short-form radio renewal 
application, adopted just last month. 

The Commission has also placed considerable emphasis 
on rule chanp:es in the common carrier field which have the 
effect of introducinq competition in place of monopoly 
regulation. This has been true in domestic private line 
services, terminal equipment, land mobile radio and inter
national col'!lffiunications. 

MORE 
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In each of these areas, the Commission's actions 
have provided an opportunity for our free enterprise system 
to function, and the result has been to afford the individual 
consumer and the businessman a greater variety of modern 
communications options and alternatives and at reduced 
costs. 

Three \veeks ago, for example -- and I think this 
was our most significant effort -- the FCC greatly expanded 
the opportunities for competition in the telephone equipment 
market. 

Number two, procedural delay. In July of 1974 we 
created a task force to undertake a comprehensive re-examin
ation of the Commission's adjudicative rules in order to 
eliminate unwarranted delays. Last month, the FCC announced 
a major overhaul of our historically cumbersome and time
consumin~ hearing procedures. 

Without going into detail, let me simply say that 
these innovations should result indecision-making which is 
faster, more efficient, and I believe more responsive to the 
public interest. The problem of agency delay has also 
been addressed in the context of an extensive backlog 
reduction program. 

Number three, expanded public participation. In 
the last two years, the FCC has substantially increased 
the op~ortunities for citizens and public interest groups 
to express their views to the Commission and to contribute 
to our decision-making. 

Specifically, we have instituted a regional meeting 
prop-ram in r~rhich the chairman, other commissioners and key 
staff personnel have met face-to-face with the public in 
such major urban areas at Atlanta, Chicago, Boston, Denver, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington, D.C. These 
sessions are supplemented by monthly full commission 
meetings which are open to groups seeking to present their 
views to us. 

We recently have instituted a new weekly publi
cation -- distributed to public interest and consumer 
organizations -- which summarizes FCC decisions and invites 
comments on our rule-makings. 

Just last month, in a si~nificant action, we 
announced the opening of a Consumer Assistance Office whose 
function is to provide personalized aid to the average 
citizen in finding his way through the bureaucratic 
maze. 

MORE 
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Number four, economic impact analysis of 
re~ulations. A basic principle of regulatory reform is to 
insure that necessarv re~ulation be as effective and efficient 
as possible, both in terms· of the resources consumed by 
regulatory af,encies and the economic consequences which 
these rules may have on the public. 

The FCC is now implementing a Program review 
analysis to ~ive the Commission detailed information on 
the resource impact of major policy decisions and to review 
existing programs and operations from a cost-benefit 
perspective. The ultimate result of this project should be 
significant budgetary savinrs, a better recognition of the 
Commission's regulatory mission and a greater understanding 
of the specific economic implications of our regulations. 

Five, remaining problem areas. Despite our efforts, 
we cannot sug~est, Mr. President, that the FCC has overcome 
all obstacles to optimum efficiency. One significant 
Problem that has received a good deal of recent notoriety 
is Citizens Band radio. The principal difficulty here is 
the veritable explosion of consumer demand in the last 
year. 

THE PRESIDE~,TT: How did Mrs. Ford get that? 

MR. ~ILEY: We are now instituting, I might say, 
an operation where every citizen can get a temporary 
permit, so it won't only be the First Lady. 

In early 1975 we were receiving about 50,000 
applications a month. This year, the figure is over 550,000 
per month. Associated with such a phenomenal rise are the 
problems of application backlogs, unlicensed and illegal 
operation, interference to broadcast and other home enter
tainment services and spectrum overcrowding. 

We have mo~ed to deal with this situation by 
simplifyin~ our rules and forms, automating our licensing 
program, investigating alternative licensing procedures 
and considering additional spectrum space for the service. 

We don't have all the answers to CB as yet, but if 
members of the public enjoy usin~ this service -- and 
apparently they do including, I note, the First Lady, better 
known to her fellow CB'ers as KUY-9532, and I might say 
other members can also use that (Laughter), we will be 
listenin(T for you the Commission must find net..r ways to 
permit them to do so t,ri thout impairing other communications 
services. 

In conclusion, Mr. President, let me reiterate the 
FCC's full and viP.;orous commitment to derezulation and to 
overall reform of our service to the American public. ~·Je 
look forward to continuing to work with you and your staff 
in this very significant undertaking. 

HORE 
'.J ':'I 
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THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Dick, does your experience with 
the citizens band problem suggest you might explore, in 
addition to the other steps you are taking, widening the 
exemption area so you wouldn't have to go through a 
licensing procedure process? 

MR. WILEY: We have looked at that. The greatest 
problem is the spectrum is not discreet. If you have 
interference in one portion of the spectrum, inevitably 
you will have interference in other portions. We believe 
the licensing procedure is the single greatest tool for 
enforcement. 

What we are doing, as I suggested to the President, 
the problem has been the people get the equipment and then 
have to wait six weeks to get their license. Temptation 
comes in and they start to utilize the equipment. We are 
setting up a temporary permit authorization. We will at 
that time have an informative, simple, easy to read pamphlet 
which tells the very basic regulations, what is necessary 
in order that all can enjoy this service. If it is not 
regulated, there will be chaos because of the closeness of 
the CB bands to broadcast bands and there will be 
interference. 

We might be able to go to a total deregulation 
but I think that is in the future. 

MR. STAFFORD: Could I make a cross-reference? 

MR. SCHMULTS: Yes, surely. 

MR. STAFFORD: I don't know whether it was before 
Dick or not, but the FCC asked us to get involved because 
the truckers were using this in the strike two years ago. 
It really had us all tied up and they were, as you may 
recall, really using them to benefit, tie up all the 
commerce that was trying to move. So the FCC asked us to 
get involved and try to hold them down because they didn't 
have authority in that area. 

So we put out an order then in effect threatening 
them a little bit, but that was about as much as we could 
do. But it gave truck management a lot of authority to tear 
them out of trucks. 

Now we find that a lot of the truckers -- a lot 
of the management now like the idea of having them in 
there because they are cutting down on their loss and 
damages they are having because they immediately put out 
the CB report the second they have lost a truck loaded 
with something very expensive. 

MORE 
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One of the largest truckers in the Southeast told 
me they were now cutting their losses better than 40 percent. 
They don't care about anything except getting their truck 
back with their load. So every taxi driver, everybody 
immediately knows he is going to get $1,000, $5,000 if he 
is the one that turns it in and they immediately move in 
on them. 

They have been catching many of these trucks. 
They don't say we will not pay you until you can put 
somebody behind bars, we will pay you just to get our 
truck back. 

MR. WILEY: The police are even now using CB. 
It is the one spectrum where every man can use the radio. 
I think we have to find a way to facilitate this. 

MR. STAFFORD: I would be concerned if you tried 
to deregulate that too much. 

MR. MacAVOY: One of the fastest areas in new 
technology is the communications industry and it appears to 
us we are on the edge of an explosion in communication from 
the use of satellite technology. 

Is the commission prepared to deal with the 
problems of entry permits, and rate setting as this new 
technology develops? 

MR. WILEY: I think so. We have seen this coming 
for some time. I think I would tend to agree with you 
satellites portend a tremendous revolution in communication 
services. We have adopted, I think, a modified open entry 
policy because we do believe in competition in this area. 
A number of companies are making great investments to use 
birds and to develop this new service. 

We think that we have prepared carefully for this, 
starting back in 1972. We think we are ready for the 
revolution that will come. 

MR. MacAVOY: The interest is by private companies 
and telecommunications companies. Are they able to comp~te 
on an equal basis? 

MR. WILEY: I think they will be, yes. That has 
been the basic concept we have had. The Commission did 
make a decision to place a limitation on the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company in this area. I must say 
the chairman and I dissented. That is the best way to get 
this new system developed and in the most productive way 
possible. 

MORE 
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MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you. 

Could we hear from Mr. Bagley of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission?· 

MR. BAGLEY: The first thing we will try to do 
is change the name of the Act. You don't know what 
the people call the Commodities Futures Trading Commission. 

Mr. President, gentlemen, let me take a little 
different tack rather than trying to regale you with what 
we have done in our 11 months of tenure. I think it makes 
a little more sense from my standpoint in trying to help 
you to look ahead at what all of us should be doing from 
the perspective of somebody who just came to town. 

I don't want to burden you with a restating of 
our unit, but the only point is we do not have regulatory 
delay; by the fact of the calendar we don't. We don't 
have regulatory conflicts and conquests. We don't have 
regulatory malaise. We haven't been around long enough to 
suffer hardening of the categories. So it wouldn't be 
fruitful for me to sit here and try to tell you we can 
make our decisions in three weeks -- big deal. But the 
fact is we do. 

I think it is more fruitful to try to broaden 
our perspective and talk of the broader problems and, 
hopefully, solutions that the new boy in town sees when he 
becomes all of a sudden chairman of a regulatory commission, 
having served his former life as a legislator and, wow, it 
is different. (Laughter) 

I miss the accountability and commonality of a 
constituency. Commonality, meaning there is a thread that 
makes participatory democracy work, but that thread isn't 
there just because the President appointed five different 
people. That doesn't make for constituent democracy. 

So the biggest problem that you asked about that 
I foresee is how to first of all formulate the concept of 
and then build a broader constituency. That goes over the 
whole gamut, the whole spectrum. It is sort of obvious 
but, believe it or not, in our first discussions in this 
new commission, there was disagreement on whether we should 
try to build a constituency. Having agreed that that is some
thing we darned well better do, then you try to look in 
the direction of where you want to go. It is the luck 
of the draw as to where you end up-- five guys, all good 
people -- but it is the luck of the draw whether three guys 
go in that direction and two in the other because there is 
no inherent constituency. 

MORE 
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So what do you do? You try to create. In my 
humble opinion, this, I would say, is your major 
successful effort at regulatory reform, an atmosphere of 
openness. I am talking of open meetings. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission and recently 
the Federal Trade Commission joined us by resolution in 
our open meetings. 

There are three or four bills in Congress and 
many are nightmares. They create a bureaucracy of openness 
but there are too many rules of how you do it. 

Mr. President, I think perhaps you are endorsing 
the concept, and the States, cities and counties in the 
last few years -- California since 1973. I found out that 
the City Council of Grand Rapids passed a resolution that 
they were going to have open meetings. The concept is here. 

It also helps to build a constituency. That is 
the point. 

Another way to build a constituency is to look 
at the so-called sunset laws. Colorado just passed one. 
There are three or four on the Hill. Again, there are 
problems with those bills because some of them contemplate 
immediate self-destruct of everybody here. You can't do 
it that way. But, again, for the purpose of accountability 
and constituency building, if you had a phase-in system 
where one entity, one agency every year over a period of 
15 years with recurrent necessity to reauthorize, not just 
budget, reauthorize the very existence -- nobody is going 
to get rid of all the agencies, but at least there will 
be an occasion for rewriting of the law. That makes 
Congress more mindful of their obligation and creates in 
them the concept that they are the constituency. 

The third area, we will talk of data reform, getting 
rid of the forms. All well and good, we will be doing that 
We find some have been around since 1922 when our 
predecessor agency was enabled, but in addition, not 
just for the sake of efficiency, but again for public 
access, let's make those forms and that information something 
that the public can get to, can have access to and thereby 
understand what we are doing. Let the public in. Let them 
participate and create that atmosphere of participation. 

Lastly, and I mean this, if all of that doesn't 
work ~- .and I have my doubts as to whether it will: I took 
a quick look last night at the Ash report and their 
conclusion was in many instances the multi-member commission 
without a constituency, without built-in accountability 
has problems. 
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I would very seriously recommend that your 
people look at the idea again of advocating a little surgery 
rather than cosmetics to really shake the regulatory tree. 

THE PRESIDENT: Did you find when you and your 
associates went in and took over that you were surprised, 
pleased, or felt otherwise concerning the operation of 
a commodity market? 

MR. BAGLEY: First, I was amazed that the industry 
existed. I was neutral. As far as the markets, they had 
been doing well, so there wasn't any major surgery on our 
part to undertake. We basically had to let them know we 
were not going to i•Mau-Mau ?: them out of existence; that we 
weren't going to upset their marketplace. 

There are an awful lot of things, simply because 
of our new jurisdiction,that were not undertaken. That 
doesn't mean overregulation; it means from our standpoint 
making the market a better place and, therefore, helping 
it grow as it becomes more credible. That is sort of our 
regulatory philosophy. 

From the standpoint of the overall picture, I 
really believe if you don't have this concept of a constituency 
and accountability built in, then you will get captured 
sooner or later. Therefore, I would seriously consider 
taking a longer look at the Ash report and converting some 
of these agency heads to become accountable to the White 
House and accountable to the Congress. 

I have one further thought, a regret which I have 
to express. I am sorry that my regulatory responsibilities 
prevent me from campaigning -- that regulatory agencies don't 
allow me to get out and do what I would like to do. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you. You have given us all 
some good thoughts to consider. 

Bill Anders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
could we hear from you? 

MR. ANDERS: Mr. President, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's primary responsibility is to assure effective 
public health and safety in the use of nuclear power. We 
discussed this rule here about two weeks ago and I want to 
assure you that responsibility is being met. 

In addition, a key personal motivation of mine was 
to make the regulatory process not only effective but also 
efficient. By an efficient process, I mean one not fraught 
with delay, but one that is consistent and predictable and 
which facilitates industry planning. 
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My colleagues have given me their full support 
and share my belief that procedural regulatory improvement 
and the development of a realistic regulatory ethic is 
completely compatible with-our health and safety 
responsibilities. 

I will hit some of the high points of what we 
have been doing. We have been eliminating regulations that 
were unsuccessful or unproductive and making cost impact 
value assessments. The Commission revised its requirements 
for control of radioactive effluents from nuclear power 
plants when we determined the cost of additional equipment 
did not result in significant public health benefits. 

Furthermore, we revised our original implementation 
plan for these new requirements when it was itself shown 
not to be cost-effective. Such impact value review is 
now a basic tool used in evaluating proposed regulatory 
actions by our Senior Regulatory Requirements Review Committee. 

We have also taken a number of specific actions 
designed to increase regulatory efficiency, particularly 
in reporting requirements. These have been refined and 
reduced substantially to improve the focus on safety. 

We have arrived at a more realistic estimate of 
the frequency that information is needed for regulatory 
purposes. First year operating reports have been eliminated, 
and subsequent reports are now annual instead of semi-annual. 
As a result, the volume of paperwork provided from 
each reactor licensee has been reduced by several hundred 
pages a year without adverse impact on safety. 

We have also placed considerable priority during 
the past year on alleviating prime difficulty for the nuclear 
industry and the affected public; that is, the difficulty 
in planning in the face of uncertain governmental regulatory 
policy. 

We are continuing our efforts not only toward 
eliminating unnecessary time in reaching regulatory 
decisions but also toward stability and predictability in 
the decision-making process. It is in this latter area 
of stability and predictability that I believe greatest 
potential payoff to the consumer exists. 

As an example, we published a complete description 
of how the NRC staff is going about its safety review of 
nuclear power plant applications. These so-called "standard 
review plans" are enabling industry to plan with greater 
certainty, and have resulted in a more disciplined and 
predictable review. 
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Furthermore, when industry knows what is and what 
will be expected of them, they can plan and utilize their 
resources more efficiently, thus providing the consumer more 
cost-effective energy and a safer product. 

I believe we established a number of organizational 
structures and probably, more importantly, enthusiastic 
staff reports which will assure that the concepts of both 
efficiency and effectiveness are built into the ways 
we carry out our every day business. These can be expected 
to have significant benefits to both the taxpayer and 
consumer. Much of this benefit will not become directly 
evident as it will consist sLnply in avoiding unnecessary 
bureaucratic growth and unjustified requirements. 

Additionally, Mr. President, we are strongly 
supporting legislation which your Administration has 
proposed on the Hill and which we are in favor of for new 
licensing procedures for nuclear power plants, particularly 
related to nuclear safety and regulatory efficiency. 

After I leave, Marc Rowden, our Chairman-designate, 
is particularly interested in this and will continue the 
efforts that we have already begun. 

Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, that is about all I 
have to say. 

THE PRESIDENT: You mentioned the meeting we had 
here several weeks ago where I got the full briefing on 
safety, safeguards and other matters involving nuclear 
power, primarily because of a situation involving California. 
I noticed the other day in Michigan -- my home State -
petitions are being circulated to get a referendum on the 
ballot in Michigan. I a.'3SUm~ many of the same provisions 
are included in the California ballot. They are striving 
to get it on by the election this fall but apparently they 
are not getting as enthusiastic responses as they did in 
California. But if not, they will certainly aim for 1978. 
So this problem in California is obviously going to be 
a problem in other States. 

MR. ANDE~S: California will be the bellwether 
of this whole affair and is the one we are watching. 

These folks who have a negative view on nuclear 
powe~-the regulatory hearing process is one amenable to 
being used for delay; in fact, that delay which still exists 
in the process is mostly attributed right to that segment. 
There is not much we can do outside the hearing process to 
make it much better. 

The California situation, which comes up on June 
8, I believe, is one that is particularly insidious in 
that proposition 15 is written in such a way that if you 
don't understand it, you will vote for it and support it 
automatically. 
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MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you. 

Now we will hear from the Se~rities and Exchange 
Commission. Rod is one that has gg.n~ 'rrom the frying pan 
to the fire in terms·of regulat-ion. 

MR. HILLS: Our efforts have been to institutionalize 
our procedures. Our new Director of Economic and Policy 
Research, which is a brand-new office for us now headed 
by a prominent economist, is determining whether a proposed 
regulation is worthwhile. We are monitoring to see whether 
our regulatory objectives are met and, if not, those 
regulations will self-destruct. 

In February we began an extensive study of the 
disclosure policies which have been developed by the SEC 
over 41 years. We have a prominent advisory committee which 
will oversee what is a major staff effort which we believe 
will result in not only a new disclosure policy but a very 
substantial savings in money each year to the public. 

This month we have approved a major additional 
effort to change and modify all of our forms and the under
lying regulations. Jim will know better than I what l~K, 
lo-Q and 8-K means. Our change in just form 8-K will result 
in a 44 percent reduction in the number of 8-Ks filed. The 
underlying regulations, it will mean 75 percent of all the 
advertising expenses in an adversary proceeding will be 
eliminated. The savings annually will be in the millions 
of dollars from that one point. 

In Harch, we began an examination into all the 
regulations and laws pertaining to money management and are 
seeking an alternative to money management. We have a new 
division director, all new associate directors and a new 
chief counsel. In our judgment, within a short period of 
time our management of money management will be entirely 
new. 

Last month we appointed a Director of Small 
Business Policy to increase the ability of small businesses 
to raise capital, an effort we think is quite promising, 
an effort supported by the entire securities industry. 

Four months ago we adopted the so-called focus 
reporting system for local dealers. This reduces the paperwork 
dramatically because it means there is now a single form to 
be filed with the Commission for all self-regulated industries 
and regulatory agencies of 48 States. It reduces reporting 
by 98 percent. One of the largest brokerage firms in 
the country .. has told us the reduction of their audited 
fees·is 50 percent by·this. one change. 
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Four months ago we began an evaluation of 
proposed regulations or rules and, as a result, we have 
withdrawn entirely 28 outstanding rules proposals. 

We found opinions in our administrative proceedings 
were taking two years to come down. We found the typical 
opinion took one year. Our attempt to reduce that typical 
opinion to 30 days is almost complete and it will shortly 
be at 30 days. We found we could not track in any fashion 
the delays in the thousands of filings made with our 
commission every year. 

As of last month, after a great deal of work and 
a great deal of help from the OMB, we now have a computer 
run that gives our managers a chance to identify every 
filing within a week or two after it develops. The OMB 
approved our request with your support, sir, for money to 
convert all our files to microfilm. That will further 
speed our work, reduce our staff and save us a great deal 
of money, and will include a reduction of 35 people from our 
personnel. 

We eliminated fixed commissions, a practice 
standing for 182 years. I think it is the only time that 
a commission in the history of ~he Government in a rate 
making situation got out of it. 

We believe that the efforts I have described will 
produce comparable results and comparable endorsement in 
the months ahead. 

THE PRESIDENT: What has been the net result to 
the consumer with the elimination of rate making? 

MR. HILLS: I think Ed made a good point a minute 
ago. It has been difficult for us to find out who precisely 
our consumer is. To date, the consumer has benefitted 
only to the extent he has been a participant in an 
institutional buyer. The cost of buying stocks through 
an institution is 5 percent. The same savings has not 
been passed on to individual buyers in precisely the same 
way because they don't yet have the effective muscle to 
have the brokerage firm reduce their rate. 

What we have found out is that the industry has 
been pricing their commodity in the wrong fashion. Having 
a fixed rate, they never tried to change it. It has now 
moved to a fixed share cost instead of a percent. If the 
stock was $100, they were charging $5. 

But now, industry is finding the cost is more 
related to the share. We are beginning to show the industry 
what it is costing them on a percent per share. That has 
shown the industry today in every category the cents per 
share cost to consumer is even a tiny bit less than it is 
to the institutions. So I think there is no doubt amongst 
any of us that the cost to the consumer to buy a share of 
stock has been dramatically reduced. 
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I might say we are in mid-course of causing 
competitive market making in the securities industry. 
Today, on listed stocks, there is a monopoly position and 
we have reduc~d that monopoly position in ~ dramatic way 
for agency transactions. 

I think we have a growing consensus in the securities 
industry and certainly have a regulatory intent to eliminate 
this monopoly position. Once that is taken away and there 
is true competition in making the market stocks comparable, 
there will be another dramatic reduction in cost of stocks 
to the consumer. 

MR. MacAVOY: One of the arguments that seems to 
be the strongest or the most often presented in eliminating 
control of the commission was the service to the small 
purchaser; the individual buying a few shares would be 
eliminated, chaos would break out and, the result of the 
chaos is there would be no more service for small purchasers. 

Have you tracked the effect not on the prices 
but the quality of services? 

MR. HILLS: Yes, we have, but the phenomena was 
nobody bothered to price the individual service, but everything 
came together and they got their price. I know of no 
individual losing service except many parts of the industry 
are having a hard time trying to figure out how to develop 
their services, but they are trying. 

The issue of how to provide the right kind of 
service to the right kind of buyer is very much in the 
developing stage. We tried very hard to find who was going 
out of business. A lot of companies have, but there was 
by no means a dramatic exodus. We spent as much as four 
hours with people that went out of business trying to find 
out why. 

One businessman came to us and said, frankly, they 
hadn't realized it but they were not in an economic 
business, were not doing anything that made sense. We are 
now trying to find out the type of investment advice people 
want and charge them. Instead of making people pay for 
services they didn't want, we are allowing people 
gradually to get the services they do want. 

Traditionally we have said people sell stocks but 
don't buy them. The amount of stocks owned by institutions 
that do their own research has grown dramatically. Many 
individual stock purchases are now done by institutions, 
so by unbundling services we find people are developing 
services and hiring people that can produce the kind of 
services they want. 

I think -I can say there has been no loss of essential 
services anyplace. We have no consumer complaint they can't 
get the kind of services they want. 
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MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you. 

George, could you tell us about your success at 
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the area of regulatory 
reform? 

MR. STAFFORD: Mr. President, I am honored to have 
an opportunity to follow up our meeting of some months ago. 

Because the ICC currently is engaged in implementing 
quite a few significant reforms initiated by our commission 
or mandated by our recent rail bill, the rail legislation 
represents a major rethinking and re-evaluation of the 
Federal controls over the transportation industry. The 
effect has been to redirect the efforts of the commission, 
reaffirm the needs for regulation in the public interest and 
to reinforce the importance of competition in our economic 
environment. 

Last July, you established four goals toward which 
all agencies should strive. The ICC fully supports those 
objectives and they are and have been always foremost 
considerations in our policy deliberations. 

At the end of last year, we apprised the Office 
of Management and Budget of our activities regarding the 
four-point program. Our programs are progressing to the 
point that we are seeing significant results regarding 
regulatory lag -- our backlog is down, and our output is up. 
Consumer assistance, though we feel it is very good now, 
will improve by the creation of 'the Office of Public Counsel. 

We are assessing even more carefully the impact 
of rate changes on consumers. We have added a whole new 
force to watch for consumer problems in new rates. The 
economic consequences of regulatory programs are receiving 
greater attention today than ever before. We have 
reorganized our whole economic section with specialists 
in every area, including our continued efforts to make 
sure the American rural community receives adequate service, 
to allow the small businessman to remain competitive in the 
marketplace, to provide the consumer with tools to participate 
on more equal terms. 

We are analyzing the causes and extent of empty 
truck movements and conducting cost benefit surveys on the 
effects of regulation. 

In the area of reduced regulation we have a number 
of activities underway, including a proceeding to remove 
most rail rate regulation where effective competition exists. 
The commission is proud of its responsiveness to your 
four-point program. 
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I have with me Commissioner O'Neal of our commission 
and he and I will be happy to answer any questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: How are you doing on the gateway 
problem? 

MR. STAFFORD: We are doing very well on that, 
Mr. President. In fact, with the exception of a very few 
cases that we have been taken to court on and perhaps 15 
or 20 major problem cases, we have put out about 30,000 
cases in that and we are in the process now of trying to 
evaluate whether or not -- one of the agencies was trying 
to decide just how much fuel we were going to save as a 
result of this and they told us it looked like we would save, 
as I recall, about 3 million gallons of fuel. 

THE PRESIDENT: Three million a year? 

MR. STAFFORD: I believe that was every month, 
but we are now going out to find out actually what is happening 
on this. We are asking for their figures before and their 
figures afterwards. I must admit, this has gone the other 
way on your other requirement to cut down on reports to 
be filed, but this is a one-shot affair in order to try 
to just find out if it really was the kind of a saving, 
because, if you recall, if it was less than 20 percent 
circuitry, we let them stop; if it was more than 20 percent 
circuitry, we said you could not operate that way any 
longer. We are making very good headway. 

THE PRESIDENT: I will be very interested in that 
report because, at the time of the oil embargo, it was 
called to my attention on several occasions how much in 
the way of diesel fuel on a particular run they had to waste 
because of the problem. 

MR. STAFFORD: Then our favorite word, "backhaul," 
got involved at the same time on waste of transportation. 
Of course, backhaul is really a catch word that a lot of 
people use and it just really means how much empty mileage 
do these regulated carriers have. 

Our studies, there are two different studies 
we have had and it comes up to about an overall 7 percent, 
but we· are spending a whole year -- this year, actually -
going out to weigh stations all across the United States 
and we are checking very scientifically. We are working 
with the Department of Transportation and with one or two 
of the other agencies to have something really worthwhile. 
So we will know, and you will know, whether our figures have 
been right or not -- and we want to know. 

THE PRESIDENT: How soon will you be actually 
utilizing the new rail revitalization and regulatory 
reform, if that is the right title? 
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MR. STAFFORD: As you know, there are many deadlines 
and many studies that have to be made. In the rail area 
alone, we have some 20 studies or definitions that we have 
to work out. In that bill, it gave us certain time limits 
we have to work those out. ·We are on time so far in most 
of those. 

We think it is a good bill. ~1e may not think 
so after we finish making some studies to find out what 
some things may mean or not mean in the context of running 
a railroad. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you very much, George. 

Dick Dunham, may we hear from you and the Federal 
Power Commission? 

MR. DUNHAM: The problem we found ourselves faced 
with in the last three years is that the number of filings 
with the Federal Power Commission have increased from 7,200 
to 15,315. Now, during that same period of time, the major 
decisions reached, the resolutions increased by a great 
percentage, from 72 to 317 but, nevertheless, we are very 
much at the present time on a treadmill running faster but 
going backwards all the time. 

So some of the procedural steps we have undertaken 
is first to establish a case control system for the Commission 
itself. It has been alleged by many people that we regulate 
that some of their applications and filings have gotten lost 
in the Commission. We found that we could not disprove 
that complaint. (Laughter) So essentially we adopted 
a case control in order to get the track of filings. 

We have adopted what we call a top sheet procedure. 
Under the former practices every item of an application was 
subject to the entire evidentiary process and both staff 
and all intervenors had to introduce testimony on all items 
of a pending application even though there was no dispute 
on the facts or anything else. So we have adopted this 
procedure where, if there is no dispute or difference of 
opinion in terms of the facts or the issues, or the 
policies that are involved in a particular application, they 
will be automatically settled up, which will allow, I hope, 
to raise to the service the issues probably subject to 
litigation in a more formal procedure. We are very hopeful 
that will help. 

One thing this Commission cannot take credit for 
but we are now seeing fruition from -- is the regulatory 
agency processing procedures. We expect in 30 days that 
the number of forms that we require in the regulated industry 
will be reduced from 50 to 15. That is an even highe~ 
proportion in terms of the amounts of information that the 
regulated industry should furnish to us. It is not 
combining 50 forms into 15 forms. 
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THE PRESIDENT: I was going to ask that. 

MR. DUNHAM: I anticipated that. 

Some of the forms required a lot of historical 
redundant information and we will update that. It is a 
substantial improvement and, assuming we get it through, 
I think it will have a very profound effect on the amount 
of information required from the industry and thereby the 
means of exchanging information with us. 

THE PRESIDENT: Why do you have to go to GAO? 

MR. DUNHAM: Because new forms have to be cleared 
by law. 

THE PRESIDENT: I thought it was OMB. 

MR. LYNN: It used to be that way. There is 
a little tug of war going on in GAO as to how far the 
authority extends. 

THE PRESIDENT: That was included in the Alaskan 
Pipeline bill. 

MR. LYNN: Yes, sir. 

The Baperwork Commission is showing a great deal 
of interest in this area and had testimony from us at OMB 
and from the GAO with respect to the reach as to forms in 
the regulatories,and a letter did go out from the Paperwork 
Commission to the heads -- or is about to, I don't know 
whether it has been launched or not -- asking their cooperation, 
and I think we should see some real action there. I haven't 
talked to everyone but the ones I have talked to on the 
paper matter as such -- which is linked to the whole 
regulatory process, but in some ways can be attacked 
separately-- but !feel that everyone does want to cooperate. 
But, as to that, whether the existing relationship is the 
right one as to the review of forms and what kinds of 
authority, whether in OMB or some other place, that is an 
issue. 

MR. DUNHAM: We are not asking for new sets of 
information. It is just a different format. We have joint 
jurisdiction in many cases with States, where the respon-
sibility is split. We work closely with the State 
regulatory agencies and to work out the same information we 
can proceed on a joint basis. They will have access into 
our information and we will have access to theirs so we can 
coalesce it, and I think that will have a real impact. 

Again, it will be helpful in that both the States 
and Federal Government can begin with the same basic 
information instead of disputing whether somebody had a 
different time period or why the figures are different. I 
think there will be a great deal of payoff on that. 
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Another procedure is what we call effective 
planning procedure where we solicit the regulated industry, 
our own staff and the general public on issues that they 
see coming forward. The attempt here is to get us away 
from considering solely the case-by-case analysis. 

It appears to us that, when you examine each 
case, when you argue each case, when you analyze it and 
everything else, the ultimate resolution of the case has 
many, many factors of law, economics and everything else 
and it is hard to pick out the theme, the policy theme that 
runs ahead of it. 

Now if we can establish this process, if we can 
set policy guidelines, rule-making guidelines, whatever, 
where the regulated industry and everybody, the general 
public included, will have an idea of the guidelines, the type 
of things, the range of area instead of being, as it 
appeared to us, being caught in looking at each case, 
weighing the different factors involved in each case maybe 
~ifferently or inconsistently with preceding or future 
cases. 

V.Je have undertaken or hope to undertake an 
organizational study of the Federal Power Commission. 
There has been, that we can see, no major rethinking of 
how the Commission itself was organized since about 1950. 
So we think it is about time to look at the approach of 
the organization. 

Other measures that we have taken to improve 
public perception of the Federal Power Commission, we have 
agreed and have held meetings in other places, and 
Washington, D. C., to try to get a feel. We expect to 
continue that. 

We are also experimenting with -- it is a difficult 
legal matter -- holding joint proceedings with State 
regulatory commissions. Frequently in major hydro site 
applications, for instance, both the State has certain 
powers and the Federal Government has others. Sometimes 
the resolution of matters are much delayed. It is a 
difficult area but we are trying to work out ways to 
accomplish that. 

We have decided to, and did adopt a resolution 
to open our public meetings to the general public for 
observation. That is on all nonprotected matters. There 
are a lot of items that come within the Privacy Act but 
the nonprotected areas will be discussed in a public forum 
so they can see how we arrive at decisions. 
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To go to your third section that you asked us 
to comment on, and for the problems that we see coming up, 
the primary one is the natural gas situation. We are in 
almost a very difficult position, as you are very well 
aware, of trying to attract to the interstate market gas 
which, under our rules, under our process is priced at about 
a third or fourth the price of nonregulated gas. It is a 
difficult matter and we have not been that successful in 
adding additions to the interstate market. 

Aside from the new gas price situation, leaving 
that aside for a moment, it seemed to us it would be 
very helpful if the law were changed, either added to or 
changed slightly in the definitions under which we now 
operate, because the constraints that we operate under, 
our Natural Gas Act was adopted in 1938, and hundreds, if 
not thousands of cases of litigation, many in all kinds 
of superior courts, many, many in the Supreme Court, which 
limit and constrain the elements we can take into account 
in changing this equation. 

We cannot, except to a limited extent, take 
into consideration price factors, market factors, costs 
of alternative fuels, things like that, so that is a very 
difficult thing. So, quite aside from the question of 
whether price regulation should be discontinued, it would 
be most doubtful unless there was some change that would 
give us the latitude to perhaps begin again. 

MR. SCHMULTS: I think we are going to have to 
step up the pace a little to keep on schedule. 

Carl, could we hear from you next? 

MR. BAKKE: Mr. President, when talking about the 
subject of regulatory reform, I think we need to distinguish 
between administrative reform and substantive reform in 
the administrative process. 

Administrative reform, by and large, is susceptible 
of unilateral action by the agency whereas substantive 
reform is a matter that is in the hands of the Congress, 
by and large. 

What I would like to do today is to discuss the 
two conference topics in those terms. I think in doing so 
our most significant reform effort has been in the 
administrative side through creation of an internal 
committee on expediting the hearing process. That is 
under the guidance of Vice Chairman Morse, who is sitting 
right behind me today, one of our administrative law 
judges, the Commission's secretary and the deputy commission 
counsel and the hearing counsel. We are publishing a 
proposed public procedure reform in the Federal Register 
and inviting comments. 
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This committee has been active since its inception 
and some of its recommendations to date have resulted in 
the promulgation of sensitive target dates, the sequential 
steps, discussion and final decision in commission 
proceedings, decisions and interlocutory appeals. 

In addition, there have been amendments to the 
Commission's General Order 16 which includes establishment 
of a date by which evidentiary hearings before administrative 
law judges shall commence filing of complaints and motions, 
specification of what must be contained in pleadings in 
matters subject to the Commission's expedited procedures, 
and early commencement of first round discovery and 
establishment of uniform procedures, such as depositions, 
interrogatories, demands for production and request for 
admissions. 

There are additional procedural reforms that the 
committee has proposed and I would hope in the very near 
future to see those promulgated, as well. These include 
pleadings comparable to those required by many district 
courts for the purpose of narrowing the issues and 
identifying statute or case law. 

Also under consideration are special expediting 
procedures for domestic rate cases and liberalization of 
authority of our administrative law judges to interpret 
or modify commission orders of investigation in light of 
circumstances arising as the proceeding goes forward. 

Finally, requirements of a more detailed 
specification at the outset concerning terms and conditions 
of proposed joint agreements by ocean cargo carriers or 
others. 

So that, in a nutshell, I think, are the salutory 
consequences of the Commission's attention to areas that are 
susceptible of its own initiative. There are other more 
serious problems of a substantive nature that, much as we 
would like to institute reform, we would require legislation 
and I think the most difficult single problem and the 
most persistent problem that we have with respect to 
regulatory reform is the fact that the Congress has not 
yet established a comprehensive national transportation 
policy. 

The result of that is that the agencies find 
themselves at cross-purposes or even in situations of head-on 
conflicts, as in the case of ICC Docket 261, that I am 
happy to say was resolved by amicable negotiation rather 
than litigation. But a year ago at this time it didn't 
look quite as promising. 
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Moreover, the shipping laws that we are charged 
with administering today just don't take into account 
present day technology and, again, in the context of a 
national transportation policy, this creates a great many 
difficulties. 

For example, ocean carriers may absorb inland 
transportation charges to permit containerized traffic to 
go to a single staging area rather than requiring the vessel 
to go into many ports in the same area. 

This is done for many practical reasons because, 
if they can get all their containerized ocean cargo into 
a single staging area, the costs required for handling 
containerized traffic can be minimized. 

Now, this particular issue of absorbing inland 
transportation charges is a major issue in a substantial 
number of cases before the Federal Maritime Commission at 
this point. This involves the so-called mini-bridge, 
maxi-bridge, land-bridge modes of transportation which puts 
us over into the ICC's area of expertise and I am sure 
George will say regulatory peremption but, be that as it 
may, it is a serious problem and the question before 
the Commission, very frankly stated, is whether absorbing 
inland transportation charges under circumstances I outlined 
are a violation of the shipping statute or permissible within 
a rank of construction of the statute at the outer end 
of the spectrum. 

The consequence is that the Commission staff 
and, above all, the shippers and the carriers and ports 
and hangers-on in general, are spending an exorbitant amount 
of time and do not reflect the impact in the real world 
of technology. In this case, it is the containerized ocean 
cargo but there are others as well. 

Containerization also impacts on port development 
and internal facility plants because of the capital 
intensive nature of the shore areas needed. If there is a 
trerr,endous area of economic impact that is absorbing an 
inordin<:•te amount of tiine of our agency, and I am sure the 
ICC and perh~ps even the Civil Aeronautics Board, it arises 
out of the fact the statutes we are charged with administering 
are archaic. 

THE PRESIDENT: Let me ask this, Carl: Is the 
Commission or are the related commissions preparing for 
submission to the Congress new legislation that would meet 
the current requirements and related matters, or just doing 
nothing? 

MORE 
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MR. BAKKE: No, sir. Speaking for the Federal 
Maritime Commission, we are setting in motion a comprehensive 
and searching review both of our statutory authorities and 
the regulations we have promulgated to implement those 
authorities specifically with a view to updating them and 
stripping away the anachronistic or archaic features of 
our basic authorities, perhaps of necessity adding additional 
statutory authority to optimize our functions in the real 
world of today. 

I think by the beginning of the next session of 
Congress we will be in a position to come forward with a 
number of proposals in that respect with the benefit of 
Mr. Lynn's good office in clearing off on them. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you. 

Cal, could we hear from you and the Federal Trade 
Commission? We will have to cut the next three presentations 
rather short as the President has a bill signing ceremony 
outside. Please be as brief as possible. 

MR. COLLIER: Mr. President, Lou Engman, as one 
of his last acts as Chairman of the FTC, wrote to you about 
some of the specific steps that are being taken by the 
Commission that relate to your four-point program for 
regulatory reform, which I should add, we fully endorse. 

Looking forward, I am hopeful the Commission's 
efforts at cost benefit analysis can be institutionalized 
and expanded. This kind of analysis, done correctly, is 
no easy task. Equally difficult is the job of educating 
the staff within the agency as to how to build high quality 
analysis into their tho~ght processes and recommendations. 
This has to be used to predict the effects of proposed 
regulations and other actions and also to monitor and 
evaluate in retrospect what the effects of such actions were. 
Regulators can't be allowed to bury their mistakes in the 
Code of Federal Regulations. 

I have been particularly encouraged by reports on 
a program that began when I was general counsel. This program 
was designed to scrutinize the inventory of our accumulated 
trade practice rules and guides dating back decades to 
determine whether they should be rescinded. To date, and 
after public comments, 61 such rules and guides have been 
reviewed and over 90 percent revoke-d. Another 90 or so 
will be going through the same process in the coming months. 

Your call for competition as an alternative to 
economic regulation is sweet music to the commission's 
ears. We believe that is what the FTC is all about. 

MORE 
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Ptrhaps the most attractive areas for reform are 
regulatory celay and consumer under-re~esentation. As 
we are ofter tv>.mind·~d by the Bar and occasionally the 
courts, one man's delay can be another man's due process. 
We have made progress here both by changing our procedural 
rules and b~ better management, and that has resulted, 
for example in a 33 percent reduction in the average age 
of pending .nvesti~ations during the last year. 

Effective consumer participation in commission 
proceedings is made very difficult by the high costs that 
such participation entails. And although t-te are open to 
suggestions from sister agencies who face similar problems, 
I confess that we don~t yet have all the answers on that one. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you, Cal. 

Dick Simpson, may we hear from you on the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission? 

MR. SIMPSON: Our commission is about three years 
old and we have authority over about 10,000 products. We 
have undertaken several initiatives over the last three 
years to increase and involve consumers in our activities 
and it works throughout our agency. v!e have a meeting policv 
that requires every meeting with any official in our agency, 
down to the lowest level,with outside parties to be open 
to the public, to be announced in adva~ce, and anybody in 
the United States is invited to attend. It really does 
work and isn't very expensive. Generally, no one else shows 
up but there is no speculation as to what went on and what 
arm-twisting there was. 

We have also had very effective volunteer efforts 
from consumers. He asked for help and have trained over 
4,000 citizens from all walks of life, retired citizens 
and students who have helped in surveillance projects in 
industry. He have tried to improve our ability to set 
priorities in a rational way and measure cost of the 
activities we undertake and the benefits. We have not 
completed our estimates on that job, but we stand behind 
our estimates. 

The regulations by the industry that will be 
completed this year will prevent about 65,000 injuries 
this year, and included in those are injuries by ingestion 
of aspirin by children; a similar reduction in deaths of 
children under age 5 in prescription medication deaths. 

We have undertaken from the outset several 
activities to encourage self-regulation. I particularly 
believe in that. I am not cut out to be a re~ulator but 
here I am. We have encouraged our technical staff -
technical and scientific staff, to parti~ipate in activities. 
They have been doing that for three years. It does not 
infringe on our ability to reg111ate. 

1-10RE 



We have been citing voluntary standards that have 
been developed and are being followed. We are pleased to 
do that. 

The apparel industry is one that Jim is aware 
of from our mutual time in Commerce with the Inflammable 
Materials Act. The apparel industry has not only gone 
way beyond the Federal efforts -- we have mandatory 
regulations on children's sleepwear -- they have extended 
voluntarily the fire retardant regulation to other apparel. 

In my personal opinion, there is no longer any 
need for any additional mandatory standards in this field. 
In three years I wouldn't have believed it possible. It 
is an example of what can be done. 

In deregulation, I think last July Lou Engman 
was the first speaker and he suggested if there was a trap 
door under about 50 percent of the chairs and somebody pulled 
a lever -- and we have been working on efforts in a sense 
to fashion our own trap door. We have put together a plan, 
a six-year plan, and we have submitted it last September to 
OMB and the Congress and that plan predicts the ability 
to abolish this agency, an agency only three years old, in 
six more years. It would abolish it because we believe 
our task is a finite task and we believe rational people 
would come to the conclusion consumer products no longer 
present a grave risk. 

It is a bit of a change and we haven't gotten 
acceptance of it, but I would suggest that every agency 
put forward such a plan because not only is it beneficial 
to keep from going into a counterproductive mode but it 
makes possible some meaningful oversight by the Congress. 
Right now I am of the feeling the oversight is not very 
meaningful. 

On another line, I might mention we share in 
common with Bill Anders -- our agency does, FDA and OSHA, 
and some of the other agencies not here -- that is, nuclear 
safety, similar problems -- .fluro-carbon ozone, Red Dye 2 
and Red Dye 40 --the whole matter of carcinogens associated 
with the environment. 

I have been trying to create a mechanism called 
a science court as a regulatory forum to help agencies 
make better social decisions in these kinds of areas. The 
social decision is, how safe is safe enough and is the 
risk worth it. Implicit is economic risk, and risk to 
citizens. 

But in these problems I have outlined, they are 
the kind of areas where the technology is very, very important 
and the technology is being debated in the public domain 
and we are getting trial by PR. 
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Secretary Morton was briefed on this. I talked 
to Ed Schmults about it and Secretary Morton was briefed 
and I was hoping he would introduce it before he left. 
Your Advisory Committee headed by Dr. Raymond and Dr. Baker 
are aware of it. I would suggest if that court were in 
existence today, it might influence the nuclear initiative 
in California. 

The Westchester County Board of Supervisers 
unanimously recommended such a science court be convened 
to investigate Plant 3. I have discussed this with people 
not only pro-nuclear or involved in it, but involved in 
the same group are the environmentalists, the anti-nuclear 
forces from academia, and they also support such a concept. 
I think it would improve the decision-making process by the 
agency and, if the citizen is to vote, make it an informed 
vote. 

MR. SCHMULTS: I think that is a very interesting 
proposal and we are looking at that. It has been extremely 
helpful. 

John, may we hear from you? 

MR. ROBSON: Very quickly, Mr. President, in the 
area of procedural reform and education, we created last summer 
a procedural forum, an outside advisory group to which 
we gave a six-month deadline and they met it and 
gave us recommendations. The committee then went out of 
business. 

We have their reforms under consideration and have 
implemented some of them; for example, imposing on ourselves 
a deadline of a number of days in which we have to act in 
rule making petitions filed before us. 

Second, we have underway a system under which we 
will be able, through use of our computer, to log in and 
chart through the agency every single action that is filed 
with us and to set a deadline up the ladder so that, if it 
hasn't gone from point A to point B by the time it should have, 
we want to know why and move it out. 

Third, in the area of burdensome reporting, we 
have had underway for several months a review of all our 
reporting requirements. I will mention a couple. 

One, we have reduced for the air freight forwarders 
by 14 forms a year and by 75 percent the reporting requirement. 
Most are small businessmen. Second, we are working with 
the Federal Aviation Agency to have a single reporting 
to satisfy both agencies so they need file only one report 
to satisfy both of us. 
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We are trying to reduce extensively the burden 
on people to get a charter program started. In the last 
several months we have made some great strides in the 
charter areas. We introduced two brand-new charter forms 
and proposed another; each significantly liberalizes the 
opportunities for cost of charter transportation for the 
American people. 

We are pursuing an aggressive competitive route 
program as well as trying to push the forefront out in 
the area of removing restrictions on carriers that are 
obsolete and unnecessary. 

We have allowed a great many discount fares to 
go into effect in the last several months and there is, 
indeed, such proliferation now that people are confused by 
them. 

In the areas of consumers, the CAB has had a 
consumer office since 1970 and I think it does a pretty 
decent job. Our movements in that area have been on 
specific matters; for example, the excess baggage charges 
and free baggage allowance, increasing the free baggage 
allowance on international flights. We have now pending 
a rule making to require the carriers to disseminate some 
tariff information so the ordinary consumer has a better 
idea what the fares are and how he can better avail himself 
of the cheapest one. We are struggling with the knotty 
problem of bumping, which is small in number but great in 
voice. 

Finally, in the area of economic analysis, we 
testified this morning on the regulatory reform proposals 
that are before Congress now. We have really been in the 
process of analyzing the future of the Board for several 
months and, let me just read the first sentence of our 
testimony. 

It says, "Economic regulation should be redirected 
so domestic transport is governed by competitive market 
factors." \AJe have offered a program to Congress. I will 
leave it there. 

MR. SCHMULTS: Thank you very much, John. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much, all of the 
chairmen and your associates from the various boards and 
commissions. Unfortunately, I have to proceed with a signing 
ceremony of legislation, so I won't be able to stay. I 
have asked Ed Schmults to indicate to you what I would like 
in the months ahead. 

Your testimony today has been very helpful. I 
think we have made significant progress. It is my feeling 
we have to keep pressure on in order to further, at this 
time, the progress. 
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I appreciate your appearance. I am grateful 
for what has been done but we hope to see you in a few 
months and get additional reporting as to the success of 
your subsequent efforts. 

I thank Ed and Paul for their leadership in this 
and, if you will excuse me, thank you very, very much. 

MR. SCHMULTS: I would like to reiterate what the 
President said. I thank you all very much for all the work 
you have put into this meeting, each of you. We could 
have taken up an hour and a half with the problems and 
progress that each of you has made in your own agencies. 

To keep the momentum going on this effort, the 
President asks if you would submit to him by September 15 
another progress report on your efforts to achieve 
improvements in the four areas concerned that he has 
mentioned. Those were the subject of your reports. 

He has three specific requests he hopes you will 
keep in mind as you prepare your next report; first, that 
special consideration be given as to how we can make 
your progress--and our progress in the Executive Branch--as 
well as our regulations more understandable. 

For example, when you report on how you are 
eliminating or improving your regulatory functions, the 
President would like to see a specific statement on how 
the change will affect consumers, small businessmen and 
taxpayers. 

Second, if you would, the report should list and 
discuss priorities for agency reforms. Along with the 
priorities should be recommendations on where regulatory 
objectives can be achieved in a less costly, less time
consuming and more efficient manner. If v7e are going to 
show results to the American people, we need to have a 
better idea of what our priorities are and how we are going 
to accomplish them. One of your first priorities should be 
where there is workable competition or where competition 
could be increased if outdated regulations were eliminated. 

Third, the President asks all of you to concentrate 
along with the Executive Branch agencies on achieving a 10 
percent reduction in the number of forms that Federal 
agencies require. 

It has been said that our continued requests for 
information cost individuals and businesses billions of dollars 
in expenses every year. The cost of paperwork cannot any 
longer be considered an incidental cost. Many small 
businessmen have pointed out it isn't worth it for them 
to hire two people in their business whose efforts are 
directed toward filling out of forms instead of selling 
products and services. 
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The Committee on Paperwork is looking on the long
term approach of reducing costs of paperwork. The President 
has directed the Executive agencies to achieve a 10 percent 
reduction in number of forms by July. 

In your September 15 report on your administrative 
reforms, he hopes you can also report on your contribution 
to achieving a reduction in reporting requirements. 

Let me say certainly on this side of the table 
we are all convinced that all of us here and all of you 
are working toward the goal of making the Federal Government 
as responsive and efficient as humanly possible. 

Thank you. We appreciate it. 

END (AT 3:40 P.M. EST) 
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THE WHITE H O US E 

WASHINGT ON 

April 13, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: BOB HARTMANN 

FROM: ED SCHMULTS ~ 
The President has tentatively agreed to address the Chamber 
of Co·mmerce on April 26, 1976. I do not believe that any final 
topic for that address has been chosen. As you may recall. 
his address last year before the Chamber (which was on 
April 28, 1975) was the first major outline of his regulatory 
reform progra·m. 

Since that time, we have achieved considerable legislative 
and administrative progress. As the one year anniversary 
of this address, I believe it would be appropriate and useful 
if the President returned to the Chamber of Commerce and 
outlined the results that have occurred, and the bipartisan 
support he has received. 

Also, it would be extremely useful to use this forum to 
announce the long term regulatory reform action program 
which will lead to fundamental reform in the government's 
role in the economy. 

If you agree, I will provide a first draft of the address by 
Saturday, Aprill7, 1976. 

cc: Dick Cheney / 
Jim Cannonv 
Bill Seidman 



OUTLINE OF PRESIDENTIAL REMARKS ON REGULATORY REFO~t 

Exactly one year ago this coming Wednesday, I outlined 
before you my program of regulatory reform. 

Since that time, we have made important progress in this 
critical area,· progress that moves us towards an open and 
vigorous free market, less paperwork, more intelligent 
regulation and more opportunity for businessmen to run 
their own businesses. However, we have a long way to go. 

I want to outline our successes, the current Congressional 
and Administration cooperation and new directions that will 
further our goals. 

The goals of my Administration in regulatory reform are: 

to make sure that·government policies do not infringe 
on individual choice and initiative. 

to reduce government intervention in the market 
place. 

to find better ways to assure that scarce economic 
resources are used most efficiently so that we fulfill 
our desirable social goals at minimum cost. 

to improve our ability to ensure that public expen
ditures benefit the public as a whole and that govern
ment policies are equitably enforced. 

to make sure the public interest rather than 
special interests benefit from government programs. 

We have had some outstanding successes: 

1. We have reversed the trend of paperwork growth and 
I can announce that we will have a reduction of 10% in 
the next few months. 

2. I have met twice with the Independent Regulatory 
Agencies and they are demonstrating increasing progress 
in reducing delay and unnecessary regulations - (cite 
examples). 

3. The first lessening of ICC regulation of the railroads 
since the creation of the agency in 1887 has been signed 
into law and I have introduced the first major reform 
of airline and trucking regulation since the 1930s. 
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4. The Senate has passed the Financial Institutions 
Act which is the most sweeping reform of banking reg
ulation in over 40 years. 

2 

5. We have achieved the first competition in the secur
ities markets in almost 200 years. 

6. We have repealed the fair trade laws which were on 
the books for over 40 years and which unnecessarily 
held prices up for the American consumer. 

7. Etc. 

The Congress has begun to take this issue seriously and we 
have made important bi-partisan progress. Last June, I met 
with 24 Congressmen and Senators, Democrat and Republican, 
and we agreed to work together on the common problem of 
unnecessary regulation. {Mention specific Congressmen and 
Senators, e.g. John Anderson, Percy, Kennedy, Jordan, etc.} 

This Administration will not rest on these results. Even 
though they are far in excess of what our critics thought 
possible. 

I have commissioned several task forces to examine and im
prove OSHA and other agencies' regulatory processes which 
have been particular problems in the past. 

Finally, I am announcing that my Administration will shortly 
be submitting legislation to fundamentally review the impact 
of the government on the economy and on business. However,. 
this won't be just another study. It will result in action 
-- legislative and administrative. The President and the 
Congress will be required to take action to resolve these 
problems. 

Together we must work toward reforming government. Busi
nessmen, consumers, and the government must take the long 
view. Our economy can grow only if the government is not 
part of the problem but is part of the solution. 

Etc. and closing. 
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BILL SEID>L~\J 
ED SC:t-E·:ULTS 

STEVE HcC00JAHEY 

SUBJECT: Regulations Revie\v 

It is my understanding that the regulatory reform effort is 
beginning to focus on the regulations of the Federal depart
ments and independent agencies. Given the fact that these 
regulations have a major impact on state, county and local 
sovern:-nent, I \·Tould like to raise the intergoverruue:ntal 
ci~ensio:n of regulation reform and offer some suggestions 
on the approach to this problem. 

~vo of the Administration's major themes have been the re
duction of excessive goverruuent, a::1d the ret.urn of essential 
G.ecision authority to state and loc:al governr:'.ents. The block 
grant initiatives, revenue sharing, the regulatory reforw 
legislation are existing actions in support of these themes. 
Eo~vever, there has not been to date a sustained gover.lliuen t-
wice effort to ove~haul the maze of burdensome regulations 
that prescribe to state and local officials how Federally
supported programs are run. In nest instances, these regulations 
increase Lhe cost of Federal assistance programs, complicate 
thei~~ministration, and impose umvanted features. 'i'o many. 
governors and mayors, the burden of these regulations seems to 
outHeigh the benefits of the programs. 

Based on our intergovernmental perspective, and on the obser.ra
tions that state and local officials have made on other ~'ihite 
:::ouse or agenc:y revie1..;s and studies, I offer the follmving 
reco~uen~ations for the next phase of regulation review: 

1. Focus the review effort on regulations surrounding 
Federal assisLance progr~~s. 

The wajority of agency a2~inistrative regula
tio::-ts deal with Federal public assistance progr~~s 
a~d largely affect the delivery of such diverse 
s2rvices as health care, income support, food 
s~ill:ps, job training assistance, and housing. 
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These are highly visible pro;:;ra23 that ini?act 
on the great majority of the A.t"":l.erican people. 
The regulations for a~~inistering these programs 
are, in many cases, ad~ersely affecting the 
ability of state, county and local goverlli~ents 
to deliver the needed services. As stated in a 
recent Nation1l Journal article: 

II • • .OVerly detailed a(lministrative 
regulations in many areas not only 
fail to achieve their purposes but 
fail precisely because of the bur
dens they place on state and local 
management." 

.Hy revier..v- of the "targets of opportunity" being 
revieHed by the EPB suggests a continued focus on 
regulations affecting the private sector and the 
consumer. 

As an alternative, I believe we must focus the major 
portion of our efforts on the domestic assistance 
prograin regulations - if \ve do not, \ve \vill be over
looking one of the major contrib~ting factors to 
excessive gover~~ent and bureaucracy. 

Provide full-time, sustained White House oversight 
of in-depth, priority agency reform efforts. 

The regulatory reform effort to date ·has been 
essentially the 'I.•Tork of a Domestic Council revie\·r 
group coordinating specific legislative projects 
and monitoring agency regulation activities. The 
performance of the deparbuents and agencies in re
viei.ving their mv-n regulations has been, hmvever, 
uneven and sporadic. Horeover, because of the 
focus of the work to date, and because of limited 
resources, the revie\·1 group has not been able to 
devote full time to this effort... Given the unique 
management and bureaucratic problems associated 
with the regulation of domestic programs, I belie~e 
that \·le must approach this reforhl effort qt1ite dif
ferently than our approach to date. 

The problems "''e are trying to overco:ne have a 
staying power that historically outlasts the 
life of any task force or review group. . .. -· .. ·~ 

\<.. :.~ ~~~ I; . 
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The most contemp~rary anJ startling exa~ple 
of this is what is happening to the C2TA progra~: 
where sound and well-established legislative and 
a~~inistrative simplification and reforn is being 
eroded through the gradual reimposition of old 
ac1'1dnistrative practices and rules. 

If -.;v-e are to meve beyond identification of reforn 
opportunities to the actual implementation of int
provements, I believe there must be blo types of on
going oversight: 

(a) Full-time ~'ihi te House Oversight. Tough 
and experienced White House management 
of this effort '>·Till: give the effort a 
clear Presidential mandate; signal this 
mandate to the deparbuents and agencies; 
respond. to the criticism of state and local 
officials, who will give the effort full 
support if they perceive the effort to be 
a priority; and, insure the objectives are 
achieved in a timely and visible manner. 

(b) Agency ParticiPation and Cowmib~ent. The 
agencies must feel the pinch and be held 
accountable for the progress of this ef-
fort. A critical element of real reforn 
is in-depth agency involvement. Histori
cally, the ~'lhi te House has been ineffective 
by itself in imposing from the outside the 
type of reform needed here. It requires 
agency commit~ent and full participation. 
One suggestion is the use of the Under 
Secretaries as the officials charged ':·lith 
in-house oversight, and l;vho Hould \vork 
closely l;vith and under the t'1nite House 
oversight official(s). 

3. Provide for input from a~d participation bv state, 
county and local officials. 

No group is more a~·1are of the problems fro2 excessive 
Federal regulation the.n those charged \•lith the cay-to-
day administration of the regulated progra~s. More-
over, these officials collectively represen.t an 
effective force to help marshall support for these 
reforms r particularly r.·rhere legislative adjust.z:1.<::mts 
are required. The participation of state and local 
officials is essential, b~th substantively and ~olitically. 
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At the sarcte time, 1.•/e must avoid a "mess chart" 
situation \•7i th a ·tangled maze of ongoin·J refor!:l 
efforts. Already a number of agencies ha.ve 
initiated regulation review efforts, including 
HEW, Treasury, _ FEA and EPA. Secretary Ea the>·Js, 
for example, has initiated three task force ef
forts ·\·Tith the New Coalition, tHo of which pertain 
to regulation~. Secretary Simon has initiated 
selective projects with the National Governors' 
Conference (NGC). Host recently, Jim Lynn cos-
mitted to respond to priority management and 
regulation issues identified by the NGC. 

For these reasons, I recowmend that this effort 
include the following elements: 

o Inputs from state and local officials 
to help focus the effort {perhaps 
through an advisory comrrrittee, \vith 
members like Governor Dan Evans). 

o Coordination and encourageme~t of 
reform \vork presently unden·ray in 
the agencies, thereby avoiding du
plication of efforts. 

o Channeling of inputs from state and 
local officials, and their public 
interest groups, to avoid overloading 
their capacity to respond. -

The achievement of the President's goals of reducing big 
g0verr>....:-nent and rebalancing federal-state relations requires 
tha~e.;; focus much of our regulatory revie•.v- effort on public 
assistance programs, and that we directly involve the officials 
responsible for the administration of these progra~s in the 
depart..--nents and agencies. · ~·ie must have strong, full-ti..-ue and 
sustained com...-r.it.uent both at the Hhite House and at the to? 
leadership of the agencies. And., 'i.·ie must orchestrate the 
various efforts nmv underway to maximize the input from state 
and local officials. 
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Given th2 intergovern.:.-nental charter of my o:c:clce 1 I am 
available to provide \•lhatever assistance I can to achieve 
thes2 objectives. I consider this a problem area of the 
utmost urgency 1 one that we can make quick and visible 
progress ~vith 1 and \vhich, if properly approached 1 vlill 
ceasurably accomplish the President's commitment to re
duce the burden of the Federal goverlli~ent. 

I '"ould like to have an opportunity to discuss this memorandum 
i·ii th you. 

- ----- - -~----~ - ----- ----- ---
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